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DG Communication

Director General (1)
T. Pesonen

Deputy Director General
S. Bouklis

Deputy Director General, EC Chief Spokesperson
M. Schinas

Deputy FC Chief Spokesperson
M. Andreeva

Deputy EC Chief Spokesperson
A. Winterzan

Assistant
R. Soufflet-die Maury
I. Novakova

DG 01 Domain Leadership Coordination and HR Business Correspondent
C. Leta

SPP 01 Spokesperson’s Service
M. Schinas (Acting)

SPP 02 Multimedia editorial Team, Speeches and Italian with the Representations
J. Pirkova

Directorate A
Strategy and Corporate Communications
M. Langrans/Aldain

A1 Strategic Communication
T. Aromatata

A2 Corporate Services
J. Meeter

A3 Media Monitoring, Media Analysis and Eurobarometer
M. L. Alberga

A4 Audiovisual Services
N. Davies

A5 Europa Site
K. Nagy

A6 Social Media
Anca Scantana (acting)

Directorate B
Representations
J. Menas (Acting)

B1 Country Strategies and Capacity Building
A. Ziller

B2 Political Intelligence and Communication Actions
J. Michal

2B REPRESENTATIONS and 9 ANTENNAS

ATHENS
G. Martroupolou

BERLIN
T. Kuester

BRUSSELS
L. Nilo

BRUSSELS
J. Artier

BRUSSELS
A. Critoe

BUDAPEST
G. Zupko

COPENHAGEN
S. Tietzsiwa

DUBLIN
G. Ryan

THE HAGUE
F. Pane

HELSINKI
S. Arjas

LISBON
S. Alves

LONDON
Ch. Indy (Acting)

MILAN

ROME
B. Cimmini

STOCKHOLM
K. Arnestad

TAIPEI
K. Kosenaka

VALLETTA
F. Gravil

VENICE
J. Wijtmans

VIENNA
A. Kanzaki

WARSAW
M. Przewo

ZAGREB
B. Barcik

Directorate C
Communication with Citizens
S. Bouklis (Acting)

C1 Citizens’ Information
J. Parnelbakker

C2 Citizens’ Dialogues
J. DII

C3 Citizens’ Contact
A. Giordani

C4 Visitors’ Centre
R. Worringer

Directorate D
Resources
F. Di Roka

D1 Budget, Accounting and Evaluation
S. Ziener

D2 Infrastructure, Security and Document Management
Ana Kanes (acting)

D3 Finance and Controls
Ph. Cattolì

D4 Technologies
T. Pietrak

Footnotes:
(1) – The EC Chief Spokesperson has an administrative reporting line to the Director General. The Spokesperson’s Service is in charge of coordinating and delivering the political communication of the Commission under the direct political authority of the President.